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Panama disease, caused by the fungus Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. cubense, specifically the strain Tropical Race 4 (TR4), is a pathogenic fungus that is driving Cavendish
bananas to extinction. The same fungal species, but a different strain (TR1), drove the
beloved Gros Michel bananas to near extinction in the 1960s. The goal of this research
is to create a means for detecting the pathogenic fungus F. oxysporum f. sp. cubense
TR4. Detection of this fungus in fields prior to their planting with bananas is crucial to
stop the spread of the disease. Detection is important because Cavendish bananas are
one of the most consumed fruits worldwide and currently the cheapest available for
sale. Their low price is due to the efficiency of breeding bananas that are all genetically identical; however, as can be seen currently with the threat posed by Panama
disease, their genetic homogeneity may also be this banana’s downfall. The method
chosen to detect fusarium wilt is to create a functioning toehold switch, which will
transcribe green fluorescent protein and glow green when F. oxysporum f. Sp. TR4 is
present.
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Background
The Gros Michel, or Big Mike, is a variety of banana that
was enjoyed by people all over the world. The popularity
of this banana boomed after the United Fruit Company
(UFC) introduced the Gros Michel to the world (Kramer,
2016). The Gros Michel was known as the most popular
banana variety until the Standard Fruit Company introduced the Cavendish banana, which is the type of banana
found piled in grocery stores today. In the 1950s, however, the Big Mike banana was facing extinction due to
Panama disease, now recognized as being caused by the
fungus Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. cubense, Tropical Race
1 (TR1) strain. Interestingly enough, the Cavendish banana was resistant to this form of Panama disease. It did
not take long before the Cavendish’s popularity began
to rise, being dubbed the most popular banana variety
BioTreks | www.biotreks.org

by the 1950s (Kramer, 2016). Although the Cavendish
banana has resistance to the TR1 fungal strain, it has
no resistance to a new form of Panama disease, caused
by a different strain, Tropical Race 4 (TR4), and Cavendish plants around the world are now being affected by
this fungus that cannot be cured (Szal, 2015). Cavendish bananas make up the majority of the current global
banana market. Sadly, the banana industry is plagued by
this incurable disease and worried about the economic
consequences that may follow the possible demise of the
Cavendish banana. What makes this banana so prone to
infection by TR4 is the lack of diversity among banana
plants (Fessenden, 2015). Cavendish bananas are sterile,
so the plant must be cloned through the use of cuttings
in order to produce new plants (Kramer, 2016).
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In 2012 the University of Florida’s Food and Resource
Economics Department on the Banana Market, produced a series where they discussed the world market of
bananas. In this report, Edward Evans and Fredy Ballen
discussed the importance of bananas to the world market. The total amount of bananas produced by the world
in 2009 was estimated to be 97.3 million metric tonnes.
This was a 49% increase compared with the production
of bananas in 2000. The Evans-Ballen article showed that
banana production is a booming industry and has a very
large global market. The biggest consumer of bananas is
the US, where per capita consumption is approximately
11 kg of bananas per year (Evans, 2010).

ing site (RBS) and the start codon. Once a switch binds
to a complementary RNA sequence, the sequestration is
ended, activating gene translation.
In order to make a toehold switch, it is necessary to find
a hairpin within the DNA sequence that contains both the
RBS and the start codon, AUG.
A full nucleotide sequence of a gene specific to TR4 F.
oxysporum f. sp. cubense strain NRRL 36114 28S – a
ribosomal RNA gene and a 28S-18S ribosomal RNA intergenic spacer, partial sequence – has been identified
(GenBank, 2015). The section of the gene that contains
the RBS, and potentially hairpins, to create a functioning
toehold switch is a 96-nucleotide region starting at the
16S ribosomal RNA and ending at the V3 or V4 hypervariable region. (The 16S section is a prokaryotic ribosomal subunit that binds 8 nucleotides upstream of the
start codon, while the hypervariable region is a group of
base pair sequences that vary significantly from one another, thus serving as a means of identifying the specific
gene.)

Literature Review
Although the efforts to stop the spread of this fungus
have previously failed, Ordonez et al. (2015) may have
provided an important lead: this article includes the
genetic makeup of F. oxysporum f. sp. cubense (Foc), the
disease-causing agent of Panama disease. The current
pathogenic strain infecting Cavendish bananas is known
as Tropical Race 4, which was first identified in Taiwan
in the mid-1990s. The extent of the threat this pathogen
posed to bananas was underestimated until it had spread
to both local and regional banana crops. Foc TR4 strain
II-5 is an asexual haploid pathogen whose spread was
favored by the monoculture of Cavendish bananas, and
which has proven impossible to control (Ordonez et al,
2015).

In order to see the exact structure the hairpin will form,
it is necessary to use some basic coding in a website called NUPACK (Nucleic Acid Package) (Figure 1).
NUPACK is able to design and analyze various nucleic
acid sequences, and it is specifically able to convert a genetic sequence into a minimum free energy (MFE) structure, highlighting the sections of DNA that will hairpin,
and allow us to make a toehold switch. An MFE structure
is a secondary nucleic acid structure that shows the lowest value of free energy, but does not necessarily occur
in vivo. NUPACK is able to convert a genetic sequence
into an MFE structure for a toehold switch by first translating the DNA sequence into “dot-parens” notation,
which is a text representation of the MFE structure, with
the dots representing the circular DNA and the parentheses representing the hairpins (open parenthesis for the
left side of the hairpin, closed parenthesis for the right
side of the hairpin).

Since Foc is very difficult to eliminate from banana
crops, the ability to detect the fungus in fields is critical
in helping to control the spread of the disease. Perez-Vicente and colleagues (2014) discussed protocols for the
molecular identification of F. oxysporum f. sp. cubense in
bananas. One method for detecting Foc is by using the
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) technique, which has
improved molecular biology tremendously. PCR enables
researchers to take a segment of DNA and amplify the
strand so that further analyses can be performed on the
DNA. Researchers thought that PCR could help to amplify
DNA found in banana fields, to determine if Foc was the
causative agent of disease. However, PCR is timely, costly, and cannot be performed by many farmers in areas
where Foc is prevalent.

In order to make a toehold switch using NUPACK, the
template code for a toehold switch must first be uploaded. The template was provided to us by our mentor from
the Biology Department at MIT. Once this template code,
or “script,” is uploaded to NUPACK, the remaining step is
to replace the section of the code labelled “source rRNA”
with the 96-nucleotide region of the fusarium wilt TR4
gene. This section must include both the RBS and the
start codon in order for the toehold switch to function,
and more specifically it must be the section of the gene
going from 16S ribosomal RNA to the hypervariable region (NUPACK.com, 2018).

In 2016 a method was described for the apid, low-cost
detection of Zika virus using programmable biomolecular
components, known as toehold switches (Pardee et al,
2016). The goal of their project was to create a product
that replaces the high cost, complicated methods used
to detect viruses that spread rapidly. To do so, Pardee
and colleagues linked isothermal RNA amplification to a
toehold switch to detect “clinically relevant concentrations of Zika virus.” Toehold switches are programmable
RNA sensors that can sense and bind practically any RNA
sequence. In addition to this, toehold switches regulate or control the translation of a gene via the binding
of trans-acting RNA. Toehold switches contain hairpin
structures, which block the translation of genes in cis by
the isolation or the sequestration of the ribosome bindBioTreks | www.biotreks.org

Once this toehold region of the gene has been mapped
out, it is necessary for the detection of gene expression
to precede it with the genetic sequence for green fluorescent protein (GFP). GFP consists of 238 amino acids,
and was originally isolated from the jellyfish Aequorea
victoria This protein glows green when exposed to ultra2
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violet light. Thanks to the protein’s fluorescent properties, the GFP gene is typically used as a reporter gene (a
gene that is attached to a specific target sequence) and
then used as a measure of whether or not said sequence
was transcribed,. The addition of the genetic sequence
of GFP following the Fusarium wilt RNA toehold allows
the detection of Fusarium wilt: if the trigger brinds, then
the previously hairpinned gene region will open and be
transcribed. Algosome Software Design provides lists of
many genetic sequences that are used frequently in molecular biology, including the sequence for GFP , or more
specifically eukaryotic GFP (eGFP) (Algosome Software
Design, 2018).

Ecuador, and Brazil, with more than 100 billion bananas
eaten yearly worldwide and an average of 12.25 kg consumed yearly per person. High in tryptophan, fiber and
potassium, bananas have been shown to improve mood,
quality of sleep and digestion, as well as supporting gut
health and replenishing energy (Evans & Ballen, 2010;
Szalay, 2017).
Panama disease infects fields and may lie dormant for up
to 40 years. This creates a problem for farmers looking
to plant bananas and not knowing whether or not their
fields are disease-ridden. The currently existing means
of detection are difficult to perform and are often very
expensive. The toehold switch would be a more efficient,
inexpensive detection system that would allow farmers
to preventatively determine whether their fields are disease-free before planting.

Device Level
The goal of this research is to be able to create a means
of detection for F. oxysporum f. sp. cubense TR4, the
pathogenic fungus which is driving Cavendish bananas
to extinction. This research is important because Cavendish bananas comprise the vast majority of commercially-grown bananas, are one of the most consumed fruits
worldwide, and are currently the cheapest available for
sale. Their low price is due to the efficiency of breeding plants that are all genetically identical; however, as
can be seen currently with the threat posed by Panama
disease, this genetic homogeneity may also be this banana’s downfall (Evans & Ballen, 2010).

Figure 1. The MFE structure of the 16S – V3 region of a gene.

Figure 2. A toehold switch mechanism.

Systems Level

Parts

Annual world banana production is estimated to be 97.3
million metric tonnes, with the worldwide market value
being approximately $8.08 billion. The majority of these
bananas are produced in India, the Philippines, China,

The way we have chosen to detect Fusarium wilt is by
creating a functioning toehold switch, which will transcribe GFP and glow green when Fusarium wilt is present. As seen in Figure 2 , the toehold switch must be
made at the beginning of a hairpin which contains the
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RBS, with the start codon (AUG) on the right side of the
hairpin. The toehold is a section of RNA composed of 36
nucleotides, and in this specific case with the fusarium
wilt fungal RNA inserted into the toehold switch, with 18
of these nucleotides forming part of the hairpin. Following the hairpin is a linker sequence of RNA that comes
before the repressed gene, which in the case of this experiment is GFP. All these parts make up the switch RNA
which – until it encounters its complementary strand –
will be in an “off state,” in which it is not transcribed.
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When the complementary bacterial RNA (Fusarium wilt
TR4) strand is present, the 36-nucleotide toehold sequence (the trigger) will bind to the bacterial gene. This
turns on the toehold switch and allows the translation
of the repressed gene. The GFP will thus be expressed
when the toehold sequence comes into contact with the
fusarium wilt gene.
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Safety
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The creation of a toehold switch as a means of disease
detection would be efficient and inexpensive. Because
the toehold would be merely a tool for disease detection,
the safety concerns are very limited: there is virtually
no chance of a gene drive or any sort of loss of control
of the mechanism. For these same reasons, the overall
ecosystem impact of the toehold switch would also be
very small.
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Discussions
Through extensive research, a theoretical approach to
solve a world problem was developed. This proposed
detection method for Panama disease has the potential
to aid banana farmers in discovering which, if any, of
their fields are infected with Panama disease, and therefore where their crops would fail, which would, in turn,
affect their business. The toehold switch, the means of
detection, being inexpensive and having few safety risks,
would be ideal for low-income areas.
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